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ABSTRACT
The Contemporary Conflict Institute (CCI) is a research organization I created in
October 2009 to better understand the many hues of institutionalized, globalized and
multi-authored violence and oppression that color our daily American lives: whether it is
the reciprocal engagement of war; the belligerence of occupation; the passive acts of
surveillance, reconnaissance, and espionage; the aggressive stance of militarism; or the
protectionist caution of homeland security.
In this paper I examine the inspirations guiding my creation of the Contemporary
Conflict Institute. They are thorny and dichotomous. My longtime fascinations with
radio, public policy, and World War II history rub against my rejection of the political
systems that shape these technologies, structures, and events. Also, the wondrous
interpretive displays of the Smithsonian Institution directly inspired the creation of the
CCI. This inspiration though, is tainted by the Smithsonian’s fear of truly activating the
public’s engagement with the world.
I also reflect on the creation of the Contemporary Conflict Institute and the research,
planning and execution of its two exhibitions Speculative Technologies Research 2009
and Aural Indicators.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Influential Transmissions
My fascination with radio, sound and electronics began early, as I am the son of
rabid amateur radio enthusiasts known as “Ham Radio” operators. Most of my childhood
memories involve me staying up past my bedtime crawling around the floor of my
fathers “ham shack” stacking up old radio parts like building blocks while he and my
mother turned knobs and shouted into the microphone in hopes of receiving a staticfilled squawk confirming contact with some faraway land. The smell of hot solder
triggers emotions most people get when they catch a whiff of the Thanksgiving turkey. It
smells like home.
As a teenager, I didn’t go to band camp, I went to ham radio “field day” — an annual
weekend event every June when ham-radio operators around the world drag their radio
gear outside and setup camp in state parks, shopping malls, and empty parking lots and
make as many contacts as they can in 24 hours.1 I didn’t catch the bug like my parents.
Ham Radio’s difficult licensing requirements, limited creativity, and restrictive
broadcasting rules put me off, but it’s use of computers and electronics fascinated me.
Most of my spare time, instead, was spent on computer bulletin boards, skateboarding
and sculpture.
In the early 1990’s I ventured back into sound and radio. I joined WRAG, a Gainesville,
Florida pirate radio station, as an electrical engineer and later as an anonymous DJ. After
moving to Chicago in 1993 I became a radio DJ on Northeastern Illinois University’s
freeform and anonymous WZRD 88.3FM station.2 Both stations encouraged my
fascination with radio and frustration at the corporate and federal dominance of the
medium. On these stations I would commonly use a portable radio receiver to feed the
stations signal back into the transmitter and place live studio microphones into the
hallways of the school for anyone to pick up and talk into. Occupying a small piece of
the airwaves and pushing the signal to its audible and legal limits felt good.
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1.2 Investigating the Politics of Frequency: Deborah Stratman and
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti
How does the physical traversal of space differ from electromagnetic traversal?
Should public airwaves be defined the same or differently than public land? Can the
atmosphere be owned? If so, by whom?
These were open-ended questions in 1933, when Italian Futurists Filippo Tommaso
Marinetti and Pino Masnata penned “La Radia.” — their manifesto extolling the
electronic radiation (radia) of ideas as a radical agent of societal and artistic change.
Radio technologies were the most readily accessible platform for the radiation of
creative thinking and for the execution of the Futurist’s unorthodox schemes. In 1933,
Marinetti and Fortunato Depero made their first broadcast from Milan; in 1934 Depero
published poems created specifically for radio, “Liriche Radiofoniche.” Marinetti soon
followed with five small pieces “Cinque Sintesi dal Teatro Radiofonico.” These five
pieces never aired, but they embody Marinetti's belief that radio communications
technology should be used to activate international socio-political dialogue and also
creativity. Of his five small pieces, his “Dramma di Distanze” (“Drama of Distances”),
especially exhibits this enthusiasm - seven sounds emanating from seven different cities
across the world each for eleven seconds in sequence. The extreme distance of each city
would be no match for radio transmissions traveling at near light speed. With the right
technology, the long distances would succumb to radio’s ability to compress space at
Marinetti’s will. At the same time, Marinetti embraced the unique attributes of each city
by selecting content unique to each area; “a tango danced in Santos, Japanese religious
music played in Tokyo…”3 The radio would instantly permit all cities to hear the sounds
of the others and also speak to all of the other cities. Today it is easy to see Marinetti
anticipated something resembling an Internet-based telematic performance. He
envisioned a place where radio was an n-way medium occupying a public space where
performers and audience could listen and reach out to the rest of the world.4 If only radio
technology had been advanced enough to deliver Marinetti’s vision.
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In 1932, two years before Marinetti’s “Drama of Distances,” Bertolt Brecht published
“The Radio as an Apparatus of Communication,” registering his concern about radio as
purely a listening device – a device for media distribution. Brecht asks us to think of the
radio as an apparatus for not just distribution, but communication, and to build them
with this goal in mind. “Change this apparatus over from distribution to communication.
The radio would be the finest possible communication apparatus in public life… Any
attempt by the radio to give a truly public character to public occasions is a step in the
right direction.”5 Here Brecht pronounces the virtue of public communications and
expresses both excitement and concern over radio’s unique ability to shape human
agency.
While radio technology of today might support Marinetti’s and Brecht’s visions, current
radio legislation does not. Brecht’s concerns about the passivity of the medium have also
been realized. Radio legislation has largely doomed the radio to an apparatus of
commercial and governmental information distribution. Those who wish to
communicate in this realm must either be a governmental entity or pay handsomely for
the privilege. Stephen Wilson, in “Information Arts: Intersections of Art, Science, and
Technology” surveys the relationship of radio to the arts and notes governmental and
mass media’s overwhelming consumption of the airwaves.6 Writer and audio artist
Gregory Whitehead also very succinctly sums up the current state of radio and the
difficulty artists face entering this environment in his article “Out of the Dark: Notes on
the Nobodies of Radio Art”:
“A revitalized practice of radio art languishes in cultural limbo because
today’s wireless imagination applies itself exclusively—fervently!—to
questions of intensified commodity circulation and precision weapons
systems. So far, all “real” radio really has to show for itself is a ceaseless
cacophony of agitated sales pitches, pop song patter and several
mountainous piles of corpses. If the idea of radiophony as the
autonomous, electrified play of bodies unknown to each other (the
unabashed aspiration of radio art) sounds at times like it has been
irretrievably lost, it is most likely because the air has already become too
thick with the buzz of commerce and war.”7
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Deborah Stratman's POWER/EXCHANGE (2002) is a self-powered interactive kiosk,
50-foot radio tower, and magazine box. It is situated among the modern-day postwar
ruins of the abandoned Wendover Air Force Base in the tiny towns of Wendover, Utah
and West Wendover, Nevada. I have served as electrical engineer for this artwork since
2003. During this time I have made several trips to maintain and re-configure the
internal workings of the piece and explore Wendover and the surrounding salt flats. The
buildings of the Wendover airfield were once hospitals, barracks, and chapels for nearly
20,000 World War II Army Air Corps personnel. Many of these buildings housed the
509th Composite Group, the group responsible for preparing, loading and flying the
Enola Gay B-29 bomber and its atomic bomb payload, Little Boy, to Hiroshima, Japan.8
These once bustling buildings now sit empty, caved-in and are used for target practice by
local, county, state, and federal entities; for storage by regional businesses; and for living
by a handful of hardy residential tenants. It is difficult to discern where city, county,
state, Air Force, Army, and private ownership begin and end.

Figure 1: Deborah Stratman’s POWER/EXCHANGE tower in Wendover, Utah.
2007
Stratman’s POWER/EXCHANGE kiosk allows visitors to tune into ten commonplace but
often-unheard radio frequency (RF) transmissions. As the user hops up and down the
dial, the source of each transmission varies in distance. The closest transmission is the
60 Hz Very Low Frequency (VLF) power hum of the tower’s wind generator – a
4

frequency generated by the tower itself as power from the wind turbine atop the tower is
transferred to the deep-cycle batteries in the kiosk. The range of reception then moves
outward from the kiosk to some of the town’s local transmissions - the Wendover
airport, UP railroad, local casino security, local police/fire departments, and the town’s
Burger King drive-thru. Reception then moves even further out from the town to CB
Radio, allowing users to engage in conversation with regional CB'ers, and to computerautomated NOAA weather reports of the surrounding counties. Reception finally moves
furthest outward to the WWV atomic clock station located in Fort Collins, Colorado.
This work, in the spirit of “Drama of Distances,” also examines radio’s ability to bring
the far away closer.

Figure 2: Deborah Stratman’s POWER/EXCHANGE kiosk. 2007
It is worth looking at the frequencies POWER/EXCHANGE is receiving and comparing
them to Marinetti’s vision. One way would be to employ POWER/EXCHANGE as an
instrument for a “Drama of Distances” composition. The frequency selector knob on the
front of the kiosk could be used to playback eleven seconds of seven channels. This is
what the resulting sounds might sound like:


11 seconds of 60-cycle electricity hum. “zzzzzzzzzzzrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrzzzzzz…”



11 seconds of Burger King drive-thru. “Give me a Bacon Cheddar Angusburger,
a large fry, and a large diet coke...”



11 seconds of the UP Railroad company. Silence…
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11 seconds of Peppermill Casino security guards. “We have a hotel guest here
looking for her husband...”



11 seconds of static and bleeping chatter from a VHF Omni-directional Radio
Range (VOR) station on a nearby hilltop. “tzzzzbleep! tzzzzbleep! tzzzzbleep!
tzzzzbleep! tzzzzbleep!...”



11 seconds of CB radio transmission. Silence…



11 seconds of Elko Nevada’s NOAA Weather Radio Station “High of 98
degrees. Partly cloudy with a chance of showers in the afternoon.”

These sounds, when compared to Marinetti’s proposed “Drama of Distances”
transmissions, explicitly detail radio’s failure as a creative platform as Marinetti
envisioned it. Ownership of the airwaves and authorship of the transmissions are nearly
entirely controlled by governmental and commercial entities. Stratman’s exposing of
Wendover’s RF transmissions and amplifying them across its empty, dilapidated and
post-militarized landscape places a string of exclamation points on Whitehead’s
frustration with government’s RF allocation policies and the private and public sector’s
use of that framework. Stratman turns Whitehead’s “buzz of commerce and war” up to a
dull roar.
Stratman’s presentation of Wendover’s governmental and commercial transmissions are
in synchronicity with the confusing landscape and personalizes her broader topics of
radio’s utilization by federal and corporate entities. Buildings that seem military in
purpose have old hot rods parked in front and are lived in by local casino workers. Some
of the dilapidated military buildings are used for storage by a WonderBread distributor,
but just down the street very similar looking buildings are off limits to civilians due to
military use. Recognition of public and private space in Wendover cannot be left to
architecture or a single sign but is best determined by examining an aggregation of
visual clues. These factors also make the origin and authorship of the tower and its
transmissions difficult to fully classify. Does this tower belong to the airport or to the
military or to some commercial entity? Is the “Tones and Morse” channel military or
industrial? or personal? Where is “Electricity” coming from? Which “Local Casino?”
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Unknown to many participants, the POWER/EXCHANGE kiosk is also a covert
transmission device. When the user pushes the ON button and applies power to the
kiosk, a small low power FM transmitter located inside it broadcasts a static-filled
anonymous computerized voice on 88.9 FM (an otherwise unused frequency):
“Frequency allocation is a federal construct. Corporate conglomeration of media leads to
conglomeration of ideas. Low power to the people. Transmit, Receive. Listen, Reply.
Peoples Radio Wendover. Free Airwave Access.” By pressing the POWER button and
applying power from the wind generator to the radio receivers, the user is also
broadcasting a covert message of empowerment to radio listeners urging them to
consider how U.S. communications legislation affects our understanding of the world.
This loop continues for ten minutes and then ceases when a timer shuts down power to
the kiosk.
Stratman’s anonymous broadcast in POWER/EXCHANGE is the contemporary, and also
crushing, reply to Marinetti’s hope for radio as an international creative platform. The
message is broadcast on a frequency to which no one will be listening. 88.9FM is not an
active station; therefore local Wendover residents and visitors will not likely have
assigned a preset in their digitally tuned radios to this station.9 U.S. Government
legislation (FCC 47 CFR Part 15) dictates that Stratman cannot legally broadcast more
than .1 watt – roughly translating to a 300-foot radius from the tower.10 The odds of her
broadcast being heard by the occasional visitors of the sparse salt-blasted Wendover
desert are extremely slim. Her transmission restates Brecht’s fears and is also a plea to
consider the merits of Marinetti’s optimism and consider it a call to action.
My first artwork created at Rensselear, Political Song for Justin Timberlake to Sing, is a
pair of electronically controlled low power FM radio transmitters designed to alert and
confuse listeners. The first of the pair, the “alert” transmitter, walks scattershot across
the FM band from 88Mhz to 108Mhz overriding licensed programming with a
computerized male voice. This voice informs listeners that US Air Force patrols have
spotted enemy aircraft in the Capital Region of New York (this message can be updated
7

to reference the surroundings of wherever the transmitters are installed). Here Political
Song for Justin Timberlake to Sing references the surrounding geography as a way to
center, implicate and unsettle the viewer. I reference the listener’s surrounding counties
in my broadcast and also make a reference to the immediate area by usurping control of
local radio stations. I do this in order to give my broadcast increased legitimacy by
detailing the surrounding geographic area and also to personalize the broader topics of
militarization, fear and unknowing.
I choose to transmit my message differently than Stratman. I intentionally interrupt
licensed broadcasters with a one-minute “alert” broadcast. At the point of the “alert”
broadcast, ownership of the transmission seems to shift from a typical commercial FM
radio entity to a government entity. Introductory beeping mimics a weather alert and
interrupts the highly ordered programming of commercial radio. By interrupting the
licensed broadcasts I subvert the user-locked preset stations defined by the scan and seek
interfaces of contemporary digital FM tuners. These digital tuning interfaces nullify any
listener’s tendency to wander up and down the dial. Dutch free radio artist and writer
Bart Platenga co-opts the Situationist Debord’s concept of the “dérive” to help him
define this aural wandering with the dial. Debord defines the dérive:
In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their
relations, their work and leisure activities, and all their other usual
motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by the
attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there. …From a
dérive point of view cities have psychogeographical contours, with
constant currents, fixed points and vortexes that strongly discourage entry
into or exit from certain zones.11
Platenga applies this concept to a radio listener’s ability to perform aural wandering with
the dial and calls this wandering between stations a “finger dérive.” Platenga also
comments on the decline of this practice. “With the advent of digital frequency
searching, this ancient pastime of discovering oneself between two stations or in the
middle of another continent has become less probable.”12
Stratman chooses to aesthetically co-opt this decline of the “finger dérive” allowing the
viewers to call attention to the phenomenon—or absence of it—when they ask
8

themselves “Who on earth would find this broadcast?” This is fitting, as it is also
Stratman’s preference for her audience to physically stumble upon her work in
somewhat accidental ways. She states, “I would like people to come upon the work
accidentally, instead of seeking it out. And I am very interested in the ongoing exchange
that happens thereafter.”13 There are no signs directing you to POWER/EXCHANGE, it
is simply a tower nestled inside the remnants of an aging WWII army base.
Similarly, once you arrive at the tower, POWER/EXCHANGE has no sign or plaque
proclaiming artistic intent, ownership or authorship. The free magazine provides no
prescription for how or why you should interact with the work - only a few bits of text
and photos of other towers and kiosks. Here the anonymity of Stratman’s work is
strengthened by Wendover’s jumble of property ownership clues. Roads have wandered
from their original grid and onto private property by hasty drivers looking to shave a few
seconds off their drive. Fences have lost their purpose when the buildings they contain
have collapsed or changed owner. Historical markers commemorate one building in
disrepair, while a laundry mat operates out of a very similar looking building next door.
It is as if ownership of each thing is slightly off frequency allowing static and other
stations to bleed into the signal.
I embrace Stratman’s preference for engaging an unsuspecting audience, though I
choose to aggressively co-opt my audience by briefly overriding the established stations
signals and creating a sense of urgency. I reject the dérive as an entry point as I don’t
prefer users to ease into this place. I want them to be immediately engaged and be
startled. My “alert” transmitters mission is to grab the unwitting participant and throw
them into the piece.
Via the “alert” transmitter heard on one of the other stations, visitors may reach my
second transmitter. I call it my “confuse” transmitter as this station is meant to capitalize
on the alerted state of the listener and push them into a state of confusion. It is a simple
fixed-frequency low power FM radio station occupying 88.9Mhz, an unfilled spot on the
radio band in New York’s Capital District (this broadcast frequency can be updated to
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best fit into the region where the transmitters are installed). I use an open frequency in
order to preclude any local radio station brand affiliation and fill a fresh spot in the
listener’s mind.14 This station broadcasts my interviews with various bombing survivors;
interviews of US military bomber pilots; computer-read forensic investigation reports of
bomb blast scenes; and songs about bombing.
When the user reaches my second radio station they expect immediate information
regarding their wellbeing. Instead, they hear an audio collage peoples’ reflections on the
fear experienced while being bombed mixed with pilots explaining what it is like to
bomb. Also, peoples’ dealing with loss of property and loved ones as a result of bombing
are mixed with scientific techniques used to try to make sense of bomb scenes. These are
all acts the listener would be forced into performing in the event of an actual bombing but are acts that can neither be learned nor barely imagined without firsthand experience
as a guide. We can only sketch in our minds what we think we might do based on what
we know and our prior experiences. For most non-immigrant Americans, we know very
little about this and have experienced even less when confronted with this new and
seemingly real concern. We are thrown into a new open mental frequency filled with
static.
My collage broadcast also creates confusion of authorship, as it is not the type of
transmission any governmental or commercial entity would put on the air. It provokes
the questions “Where is this coming from?” “Who owns this broadcast?” and “What am
I listening to?” I cross the threshold of extremely ordered airspace and inject signals of
confusing ownership and provenance.
Marinetti and Brecht both envisioned a future where the airwaves of radio
communications could traverse the landscape, defy distance and create a new space for
sociopolitical and creative dialogue. Governmental legislation and commercial
broadcasting have successfully fenced off this potential and buried it under piles of
money and paperwork. Marinetti, Stratman and I both have the desire to cut these fences
and trespass into the mind.
10

2. The Complexities of Contemporary Conflict
During World War II the U.S Government popularized the application of industrial
power to increase military might. The U.S. rationing program limited the consumption of
food, clothing, gasoline and materials by individuals and redirected those resources to
the “war effort.” Also, the War Production Board, created by executive order, forced
U.S. industry to dedicate raw materials, labor and machinery to the mass production of
supplies and weapons for use by the military.15 As World War II declined, the United
States only partially disarmed due to new rising tensions with the Soviet Union. As these
tensions grew, so did resultant U.S. policy agreements commingling American
industrial, governmental, and military power.16
At the end of his second term as U.S. President in 1961, Dwight D. Eisenhower used his
televised farewell speech to warn the public of this new spectre. Cold War fueled
spending combined with the technological and industrial advancements of the era were
creating what he feared would be “a permanent armaments industry of vast
proportions.”17 Eisenhower saw this permanent armaments industry as a “potential for
the disastrous rise of misplaced power”18 which would severely infringe upon the U.S.
citizenry. He called this newly forming spectre the “military-industrial-complex.”19
As the Cold War progressed into the late 20th Century, this permanent arms industry,
fueled by U.S. nuclear policy and privatization efforts of the Reagan and Clinton
administrations, became legally and fiscally entrenched.20 By the end of the 20th Century
Eisenhower’s “military-industrial-complex” had become a reality.
After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, U.S. military spending bloomed to
World War II proportions. U.S. military spending now accounts for 41.5 percent of the
world’s total military expenditures. China, the next largest spender, only accounts for 5.8
percent of the worlds total.21
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A variety of authors and thinkers have been examining the growth and transformation of
the contemporary U.S. “military-industrial-complex.” In the next few paragraphs I
present a sampling of these observations.
Loren B. Thompson, defense analyst for the libertarian think-tank the Lexington
Institute, examines the military’s recent expansion and predicts “the Pentagon will be the
biggest consumer of information systems and software in the world for the foreseeable
future.”22 Interestingly, Thompson’s chooses the word “consumer” — a word usually
used to describe the role of an individual buying services and packaged goods. Almost
half of the Department of Defense and the Department of Homeland Security budgets
are being used to buy services and goods from the private sector via outsourcing
contracts.23 Allison Stanger, political science professor at Middlebury College, details
the significant increases in U.S. spending and outsourcing to government contractors in
her book One Nation Under Contract. She states, “Contract spending by the U.S.
government more than doubled during President Bush’s time in office,” By 2007, “the
federal government was spending more than 40 cents of every discretionary dollar on
contracts with private companies.”24 This increased spending and co-opting of the
contemporary entertainment and information economies has transformed the “militaryindustrial-complex” into a complex of complexes with unlimited scope and power.25
The scope of this new complex is not limited to the Middle East. It can be seen
domestically. Tom Barry, Director of the TransBorder Project at the Center for
International Policy, argues an outsourced and privatized “border-security-industrialcomplex” exists around the circumference of the country and most visible along the
nineteen hundred mile southwestern U.S. border.26 The commitment to tighten U.S.
borders after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, combined with a spiraling U.S.
economy, led Congress and the Bush and Obama administrations to allocate billions of
dollars to increase border control. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the
Department of Justice (DoJ) and the Department of Defense (DoD) are each supplying
funding for a multitude of projects. Projects to erect new fences, armored ports-of-entry,
networked surveillance infrastructure, and a three hundred percent increase in Border
12

Patrol agents are all underway in effort to prevent entry by suspected terrorists illegal
immigrants, and illegal drugs.27
As money flowed to fund these projects, high-tech defense and security contractors such
as Boeing, Raytheon, General Dynamics, and Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) moved into the market.28 Boeing was hired by DHS to create and
lead the Secure Border Initiative Network (SBInet), a multi-billion dollar plan to erect
and manage a network of eighteen-hundred high-powered digital cameras and a fleet of
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) drones along the U.S. border to create what President
George W. Bush called “the most technologically advanced border security initiative in
American history.”29 SBInet’s high price tag, lack of demonstrable leadership, and media
and legislative scrutiny slowed the project and a stop-work order was issued in January
of 2009 due to clearance difficulties with the U.S Department of the Interior. But the
$700 million project has not been killed. As of February 2010, additional funding has
been allocated and administrative and testing work is still being performed.30
Meanwhile, five remote-control Predator UAVs, built and sold by General Atomics for
$4.5 million each, regularly patrol the Mexico – United States border. U.S. Air Force
units also use the border as a UAV training ground when preparing to deploy to
Afghanistan.31
Another Predator UAV currently monitors a western section of the Canada – United
States border. The drone count along the northern U.S. border is expected to increase in
Fall of 2010 under the U.S. Customs and Border Protection’s Northern Border Air Wing
Plan — a holdover from the 9/11 Commission Report, which recommended that the
United States shore up security along its borders with Canada.32 This plan defines a
scattering of UAV take-off and landing strips across the northern border in Bellingham,
Washington; Great Falls, Montana; Grand Forks, North Dakota; Detroit, Michigan; and
Plattsburgh, New York.
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Figure 3: Predator Drone Aircraft used by U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
Photo by Gerald Nino/U.S. Customs and Border Protection33
This contemporary swarm of American military and corporate power has, like the
contemporary economies it absorbed, expanded to the global scale. P.W. Singer, Senior
Fellow and Director of the 21st Century Defense Initiative at the Brookings Institution
examines how outsourcing, privatization and globalization have penetrated what would
seem to be an act of uniquely American ownership and provenance — our response to
the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.
“…private employees still played a variety of roles in the war in
Afghanistan. They deployed with U.S. forces on the ground (including
serving the CIA paramilitary units that fought alongside our Afghan
allies), maintained combat equipment, provided logistical support, and
routinely flew on joint surveillance and targeting aircraft. Even the noted
Global Hawks, the Air Force’s most advanced unmanned surveillance
planes, were operated by private employees. In the subsequent
peacekeeping operations in Afghanistan, the industry has stayed alive in
these areas and beyond. For instance, the European troops of the
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) were flown in on Russianmade military transport planes leased out by a London firm, while
Afghan president Hamid Karzai is protected by a DynCorp security force,
made up of roughly forty ex-U.S. special forces troops.”34
Singer’s description of the breadth and complexity of this military-corporate complex is
startling, but it still feels remote. It feels like something happening “over there.” In
author and historian Nick Turse’s book “The Complex” he describes how deeply the
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American military and corporate worlds have become intertwined. Turse notes the
staying power of the top defense mega-contractors such as Lockheed, Raytheon, and
General Electric ⎯ the companies of Eisenhower’s era ⎯ but also describes the growth
of the DoD’s prime contractor list from twenty-two thousand in 1970 to the over fortyseven thousand today.35 Many of these contractors are consumer packaged goods and
service brands like Apple, Google, Proctor & Gamble, Sara Lee, and Starbucks. Turse
examines their propensity to view their military and consumer markets as
interchangeable, even synergistic, audiences for goods and services. Turse exemplifies
his thoughts by examining a multimillion-dollar contract Hewlett-Packard signed with
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in 2005 to “develop
technologies to improve the performance of mission critical computer networks used
during combat and other vital operations.”36 He goes on to quote an HP spokesperson
describing their relationship with DARPA.
“Our work with DARPA is aimed at significantly improving the
performance of the Internet… If we can successfully create new
approaches to the way Internet traffic is detected and routed, we may start
seeing the Internet used as the de facto communications and information
network in areas where it previously would’ve been thought too risky.”
The Internet’s militarized beginnings make this particular example rich with irony,37 but
this example also highlights how military and civilian projects become intertwined.
Success with this DARPA project could easily translate into profits in their business-tobusiness and consumer markets.
The American linguist, political activist, and philosopher Noam Chomsky views the
issue slightly differently. Instead of viewing this military-corporate phenomenon as a
recent expansion of the military-industrial, he argues the “military-industrial-complex”
has always been a misnomer for the entire American economic engine controlled by
government agencies like the DARPA. He believes DARPA’s real interest lies in using
technology to shape society through the creation of an “economy of the future.”38 The
military applications of this research are a ruse created in order to obtain funding.39 The
military-industrial complex is definitely military in nature, but has, since the industrial
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revolution, been equally tied to corporate concerns as a “device to socialize costs, get the
public to pay the costs, to take the risks” for private industry.40
Fully knowing the origins and interdependencies of this military-corporate phenomenon
is probably as difficult as agreeing on a name for it. What I believe is important is trying
understand and expose the entangled and unyielding state of conflict this new complex
forces us to inhabit. The “over there” is also “right here.” I also believe this new
complex is so inclusive, multi-authored and globalized there is no clear path to, as
Timothy Leary might say, “drop out”41 of it. To disengage from one part immediately
engages us with another part. It is not only “right here” is also “everywhere” and we are
continually re-implicated to its desire for conflict and inhabit this desire as the friend, the
enemy, the combatant, the soldier, the corporation, the consumer, the insurgent, the
politician and the citizen.
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3. The Work of the Contemporary Conflict Institute
The Contemporary Conflict Institute (CCI) is a research organization I created in
October 2009 to investigate and better understand the many hues of institutionalized,
globalized and multi-authored violence and oppression that color our daily lives. The
Contemporary Conflict Institute defines its scope as wide as the issue ⎯ whether it is the
reciprocal engagement of war; the belligerence of occupation; the passive acts of
surveillance, reconnaissance, and espionage; the aggressive stance of militarism; or the
protectionist caution of homeland security.
The CCI exists to do more than simply understand. It exists to share and, hopefully, raise
new questions and inspire public comprehension and action. The CCI is not an overtly
activist organization, but it does function to activate public understanding and discourse
about society’s relationships to military-corporate power. The CCI tries to fulfill this
mission through its exhibitions, public lectures, and online/print publications.

3.1 A Story of Inspirations and Disincentives: The Smithsonian’s
Enola Gay Controversy as Impetus.
The Enola Gay’s dilapidated hangar building was my next-door neighbor in
Wendover, Utah during my three-month stay in the Center for Land Use Interpretation’s
(CLUI) artist residence building over the summer of 2009. This building, like its
surroundings, has many histories.
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Figure 4: The Enola Gay Hangar in Wendover, Utah. 2009
The hangar was purpose-built for the assembly of atomic weapon prototypes and for the
loading of the infamous Little Boy atomic bomb into the Enola Gay B-29 Superfortress
airplane before its flight to Hiroshima, Japan. After World War II the building lay
dormant until the late 1970’s when the hangar was rented by the city of Wendover to
Robert Golka, an engineer of dubious credentials experimenting with ball lighting and
the development of free energy. Golka’s story and eviction by the Wendover Sheriff’s
Department was captured by a visiting photographer and filmmaker Robert Frank and
used in his docudrama Energy and How to Get It starring William S. Burroughs as an
evil U.S. Energy Czar.42 Since that time, the massive building lies mostly dormant and
decaying as a temporary rental storage facility and as an occasional backdrop for rock
concerts and boxing matches.
A proposed Smithsonian Air and Space Museum exhibit, Crossroads: The End of World
War II, The Atomic Bomb and the Origins of the Cold War, featuring a restored fuselage
of the Enola Gay was to be launched in 1995 to mark the 50th Anniversary of the end of
World War II. After review of the proposal, the Air Force Association (AFA), a civilian
group, sent a copy of the proposal and authored a press release claiming left-wing
political bias by the Smithsonian for its proposed exhibition of “burnt watches, broken
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wall clocks, and photos of victims -- which will be enlarged to life size -- as well as
melted and broken religious objects” and for copy claiming "tens of thousands" used to
describe the number of U.S. deaths saved by the dropping of Fat Man and Little Boy
atomic bombs (The AFA believes the number of lives saved would be in the hundreds of
thousands).43 The AFA continued to stoke conservative columnists at the Washington
Post, Boston Globe and The Wall Street Journal causing The American Legion and
members of Senate to join the fray. The U.S. Senate actually passed a toothless “Sense
of the Senate” Senate Resolution 257 stating “that it is the sense of the Senate that any
exhibit displayed by the National Air and Space Museum with respect to the Enola Gay
should reflect appropriate sensitivity toward the men and women who faithfully and
selflessly served the United States.”44
After two years of battle, the board of the Smithsonian Institution requested dramatic
changes to the exhibit. Museum director Martin Harwit resigned, and a greatly reduced
exhibit titled Enola Gay opened on June 28, 1995.45 The exhibit’s proposed death-toll
statistics, artifacts from Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and all text implicating the atomic
bomb as the impetus of the Cold War were stripped. Instead, the exhibit featured only
interviews with the airplane’s crew, technical aspects of the plane and the efforts of the
restoration specialists.46
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Figure 5: The Smithsonian Institution’s Enola Gay. Photo by Mark Avino/NASM.47
Juxtaposing this controversy against the dilapidated condition of the Enola Gay hangar
in Wendover, Utah left me confused. I couldn’t connect the two months of listening to
panes of glass fall from the windows of this decaying hangar to the very public
disagreement over the display of the Enola Gay at the Air and Space Museum. I had to
go see the plane for myself. So I took a weekend trip to Washington D.C. to experience
the Enola Gay in person. On the drive from Troy, New York to Washington D.C. many
questions bubbled up. What will the plane look like? What reaction will I have to it? In
2009, fifteen years later, has the controversy subsided? If so, does the Smithsonian
Institute say anything intriguing about the plane and its role in history?
The National Mall Building of the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum chewed me up
and swallowed me. A checkpoint of metal detectors and X-ray machines welcomed my
arrival. Six guards rapidly examined handbags and backpacks for weapons then inform
certain visitors they’ll need to be searched. After clearing the checkpoint, I became part
of a larger “attendee-organism” streaming into the building and flowing around the
artifacts like water filling the spaces between ice cubes in a highball glass.
Once inside, time was moving quickly. I couldn’t immediately locate the Enola Gay on
the museum map so I rushed past a gift shop, through a book-signing event, and up the
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escalator to the World War II Aviation exhibit to find the plane. A B-29 Superfortress
can’t be easy to miss. Or can it? After walking through the exhibit twice and checking
the museum maps four more times I checked the Air and Space Museum’s site on my
phone and realized I wasn’t going to see the Enola Gay at all that day. I had arrived at
the wrong building. The Enola Gay is no longer located in the National Mall Building.
It was relocated in 2003 to the National Air and Space Museum’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy
Center in Chantilly, Virginia — nearly twenty-seven miles away from the National Mall.
I rescheduled my rendezvous with the Enola Gay for the next morning and used the rest
of the afternoon to wander among the National Mall Building’s planes, rockets, rovers,
and space suits. While strolling through the Legend, Memory and the Great War in the
Air exhibit I caught myself carefully picking apart the sentences on the walls. I began
asking questions about what I was seeing, and also about what I wasn’t seeing. I was
feeling a familiar enjoyment and fascination with the museum and its artifacts, but I also
felt myself digging in between the lines of the interpretive text, and questioning the
objects’ arrangement and display. The controversial Enola Gay airplane had been moved
across town, but my knowledge of its controversy had altered my perception of the
displays. The aura of the museum and its artifacts collapsed in around me while
examining the Lunar Roving Vehicle in the Apollo to the Moon exhibit. I caught myself
considering the artifacts as entities separate from the museum and instead in places like
my living room or workshop. I realized the roles of artists, builders and graduate
students — people very much like me — probably built these machines. Then it
happened. I thought the magical thought. “I could probably actually build this.” My
skepticism transformed these extraordinary museum objects into objects devised by
ordinary human minds and formed by human hands. People a lot like me...48 Me. I left
the Air and Space Museum exhausted, confused, and with even more questions than I
started with. The first riddle to solve was how to get across town to the Enola Gay early
the next morning.
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The Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center is the antithetical companion to the Air and Space
Museum’s National Mall Building. From the outside it is a large sprawling post-modern
style glass-encased aircraft hangar architecturally referencing its older neighbor, the
Washington Dulles International Airport.

Figure 6: Smithsonian’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center in Chantilly, Virginia. 2009
The parking lot sprawls with hundreds of parking spaces. I parked in Row B4 designated
by an SR-71 Blackbird reconnaissance airplane photo placed on a light pole — my
mnemonic icon for locating my car after visiting the museum. The entrance and atrium
to the building is a spacious quiet glass cavern and filled with natural light. A lone calm
security guard nods hello. It is very quiet except for a few footsteps and a faint hydraulic
hum coming from a group of flight simulation machines located about twenty-five yards
away. The Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center has a large open floor plan but walking among
the planes and aviation artifacts is restricted to the two lane walkways around the outer
perimeter of each floor and on the well-marked catwalks bisecting the building.
In comparison to the Smithsonian’s National Mall Building, the Steven F. Udvar-Hazy
Center’s interpretive text, pop culture references, and smaller artifacts are reduced to
near non-existence. The restored Enola Gay, surrounded by other smaller planes of the
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World War II era, fills one wing of the building. The plane’s wheels rest on large yellow
jacks in order to raise the plane up and present the cockpit of the plane to the visitors on
the second story catwalk.

Figure 7: Enola Gay in the Smithsonian’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center. 2009
The Enola Gay’s bomb bay door is propped open and cradles a model of the Little Boy
atomic bomb. Like the other airplanes and rockets in the building, the Enola Gay is
presented to visitors with minimal interpretive signage.
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Figure 8: Boeing B-29 Superfortress Enola Gay interpretive plaque. 2009
The airplane is titled first by manufacturer and model name, Boeing B-29 Superfortress,
then by the name given to the plane by pilot Col. Paul Tibbets in honor of his mother,
Enola Gay.49 Four sentences are dedicated to the plane’s role in the bombing of Japan.
“On August 6, 1945, this Martin-built B-29-45-MO dropped the first
atomic weapon used in combat on Hiroshima, Japan. Three days later,
Bockscar (on display at the U.S. Air Force Museum near Dayton, Ohio)
dropped a second atomic bomb on Nagasaki, Japan. Enola Gay flew as
the advance weather reconnaissance aircraft that day. A third B-29, The
Great Artiste, flew as an observation aircraft on both missions.”50
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Figure 9: Left-side text and images of the Enola Gay interpretive plaque. 2009
The rest of the plaque is dedicated to a photo of the plane and its technical specifications.
The only sign of past controversy is the clear protective panels standing between the
viewers on the second floor catwalk and the cockpit of the plane

Figure 10: Protective panels in front of Enola Gay. 2009
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No other aircraft in the building is protected from visitors in this way. I assume this is
due to a protestor throwing red paint on the fuselage during the fiftieth anniversary
exhibit and then four days later other protestors threw blood and ashes onto it.51
Wandering around the restored SR-71 Blackbird, manufactured by Lockheed Skunk
Works, I wondered how the Smithsonian Institution’s complete disengagement from all
social, political and historical issues became an acceptable way to obtain balance, or
rather, appease stakeholders. It left me feeling extremely ambivalent about the intentions
of the museum and their efficacy as pedagogical instruments and keepers of history.
It also forced me to think a long time about my role as an American, “How can I respond
to the Smithsonian’s high-priced, but ultimately disengaged, feats of restoration?” and
“How can this response be something different than the empty media outcries and Senate
Resolutions that motivated the Smithsonian to turn the Crossroads exhibition into the
Enola Gay exhibition?” I also felt bogged down by the Smithsonian’s obsession with the
historical and thought “Why isn’t someone examining more timely issues such as
Kosovo, or Afghanistan, or UAVs or DARPA?”

3.2 Beginnings: Investigation of DARPA’s Speculative Technologies
The Contemporary Conflict Institute's first exhibition, Speculative Technologies
Research 2009, presented humorous pseudoscientific prototypes of three Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) solicitations and made them available
for public review from Thursday, December 3rd through Thursday, December 10th in
the West Hall Gallery at Rensselear Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York.
Interpretive panels, the mission statement of the CCI, business cards, small visitor
stickers and an exhibition summary statement accompanied the prototypes. Coffee and
cookies were served during gallery hours in effort to entice passers-by.
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3.2.1

Why DARPA?

DARPA’s Cold War beginnings, skewed public perception and technological and
future-focused mission, make the organization an ideal topic for the Contemporary
Conflict Institute.
DARPA estimates only two percent of Americans know of the organization.52 Of this
two percent, many people’s understanding of the agency is skewed by fantastical and
inaccurate references in spy novels, television dramas and video games.53 The U.S.
Department of Defense, shaken by the launching of the Soviet satellite Sputnik, formed
ARPA (later re-named DARPA) in 1958 in hopes of renewing technological superiority
over the Soviet Union. Today DARPA is a nimble organization of fewer than 250
persons tasked with the prevention of technological surprise upon the United States and
the creation of technological surprise for its adversaries. DARPA categorizes its areas of
interest into “strategic thrusts.” DARPA’s Current Strategic Thrusts are as follows: 54


Detection, Precision ID, Tracking and Destruction of Elusive Targets



Urban Area Operations



Advanced Manned and Unmanned Systems



Detection, Characterization and Assessment of Underground Structures



Increasing Tooth to Tail Ratio



Bio-Revolution



Robust, Secure, Self-Forming Networks



Space



Core Technologies

DARPA, in consultation with senior defense officials and the intelligence community,
investigate contemporary and envisioned security threats and technological issues within
these thrust areas and outline their desires as “solicitations.” These solicitations are then
presented for response from the private sector and academia. After a solicitation
response is approved, DARPA’s infamously tenacious program managers oversee and
fund the work from the DARPA budget — the United States’ second largest defense
research and development budget (FY2010 budget $3.25 billion).55
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3.2.2

Experimenting with information through interpretive panels

My primary goal for this exhibition was to experiment with the voice and tone of
the Contemporary Conflict Institute and to better understand how interpretive text and
images create understanding, and also misunderstanding, of accompanying visual
objects. I believe the Smithsonian’s B-29 Superfortress exhibit used a lack of text as a
strategy to normalize and perhaps nullify viewer response. What happens when text is
introduced back into the display? To investigate I created an interpretive panel for each
of my three objects and divided each panel into six key areas. In the past I had written a
bit while serving as the director and curator of DEADTECH, a Chicago-based art and
technology center I founded, but I had never written any sort of in depth interpretive text
for public exhibition. I wanted to see what text people absorb and how it shapes their
response to an object.

Figure 11: Interpretive Panel for my IKEAS Prototype. 2009
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Figure 12: The Six Key Areas of the Interpretive Panels.
Each key area conveys a specific type of information to the viewer:
1. Title and Solicitation Number – My imagined title and the corresponding actual
DARPA solicitation number.
2. The problem – My summary of the DARPA solicitation. A captioned photograph
is provided to visually reinforce the issue detailed within the text.
3. Proposed solution – The prototypes imagined functionality stated as a response to
DARPA’s problem.
4. Social significance – My interpretation of how the technological advancements
might improve global and national social and security issues. Photos accompany
this section in order to convey global conflict and federal law enforcement
situations where
5. Scientific/Technological

complexity

explained

–

My

intentionally

pseudoscientific explanation of a complex scientific and/or technological issues
related to the DARPA solicitation.
6. Interaction Interface – A lighted “PRESS HERE” button. This button activates
sound and light playback.
It was interesting to see most people navigated through the room differently. My ideas of
an exhibition flow with a specific “starting” and “finishing” point were completely
wrong. Some would start at the entranceway, but it didn’t take long for them to start
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moving around the room based on what interested them. Then they would then scan the
room for the next thing that interested them. One person might enter the space and walk
up to the piece in the back of the room. The very next person might walk into the middle
of the room.
Upon arrival at a piece many people behaved in a similar way. They would first scan the
interpretive text quickly to get a feel for what the piece was about, and then press the
button to experience it. After interacting with the work, many would go back to the text
to read further. Some visitors would spend a good deal of time reading the dense blocks
of text and other times they would just move on experience the rest of the room.
I noticed many people’s attention spans would come in waves. They would experience
or read something and then stop to chat, have a snack or look out the window. After this
time some people would start to leave and others would get settled and begin to
thoroughly read more of the text panels. This was the “ah ha!” moment. The first few
days I had been thinking “Nobody is reading the text.” I realized though that the text
does get read. It just takes people a bit of time to acclimate themselves to the room and
the experience.

3.3 Aural Indicators: Investigations into the Sonic and
Electromagnetic Spectra.
Aural Indicators is the CCI’s most recent exhibition opening in the Contemporary
Conflict Institute’s new exhibition space at 165 4th Street in Troy, New York. In this
exhibit, two unique sounds of conflict have been selected.
First, the CCI presents our research on the mysterious “numbers stations” shortwave
transmissions believed to be emanating from countries such as Israel, India, China,
Vietnam, Cuba, and the United Kingdom. These “numbers stations” transmissions are
unidentified broadcasts, usually of simple tones or strings of numbers, to a seemingly
unknown audience. Over the past fifty years, amateur researchers pulled together enough
clues to allege the transmissions were actually international intelligence agencies such as
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Israel’s Mossad, the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and the Cuban Intelligence
Service (CuIS) broadcasting messages to their spies in the field.56 These researchers
were vindicated in 1998 when a spokesperson for the U.K. Department of Trade and
Industry admitted, "These [numbers stations] are what you suppose they are. People
shouldn't be mystified by them. They are not for, shall we say, public consumption."57
The CCI presents two multimedia collections of “numbers stations” broadcasts for
public review. Visitors can listen to historical and recent recordings of the broadcasts
while reading about their possible origins and contemporary usage.
The CCI has also solicited a work by Steve Rowell, a Los Angeles and Berlin-based
artist and associate director at the Center for Land Use Interpretation (CLUI). Since
2006, Rowell has been recording sonic booms generated by U.S. Air Force and Navy
jets within the R-2508 Special Use Airspace Complex of the Mojave Desert.58 Rowell
calls his collection of field recordings the Sonic Boom Archive. The sonic booms of the
jets bring the distant “out of sight” live bombings, airdrops, and training exercises taking
place within the complex into the minds of the residents living and working nearby. The
CCI presents Rowell’s Sonic Boom Archive in order to bring the militarized soundscape
of the R-2508 Special Use Airspace Complex across the country and into the minds of
the residents living and working in Troy, NY.

3.4 A Collaborative Approach to an All-consuming Topic.
The crux of the Contemporary Conflict Institute’s mission is the investigation and
interpretation of the many ways global conflict is connected to daily living. As these
connections are often unapparent, or even intentionally obfuscated, the task of
understanding these monolithic topics of “global conflict” and “daily living” might be
best performed by separating their energies, as through a prism, into multiple, often
disparate, fields of study. To tackle this task, I decided to experiment with collaborative
research and presentation approaches to guide the creation of Aural Indicators.
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3.4.1

Collaborative Research

When planning the Contemporary Conflict Institute’s current Aural Indicators
exhibition in Troy, NY, I decided to seek out the artists, researchers and enthusiasts
currently investigating historical, geographic, technological, sociopolitical and economic
structures of the topics I was interested in. I then determined how their efforts and
interest in collaboration would best match those of the Contemporary Conflict Institute.
First I solicited research, opinions and source materials from a variety of numbers
stations enthusiasts. I was surprised by the ready assistance many of the researchers were
willing to provide and by their disparate backgrounds and locations. Paul Beumont, a
retired Royal Air Force Captain and amateur radio operator, contributed his expertise,
source materials and an interview for the exhibition. Beumont is a founder of ENIGMA
2000, a UK based online radio enthusiast group. ENIGMA 2000 tracks numbers stations
and other mysterious radio transmissions across the England, Australia and New
Zealand.
A Los Angeles based computer hacker and numbers station enthusiast working under the
online pseudonym “Skroo” also assisted me. Skroo became interested in numbers
stations through his professional computer security and hacking enthusiast research.
Skroo shared his extensive research notes and recording he made while investigating spy
transmissions for his research presentation “Social Message Relay: Using existing social
networks to transmit covert messages in public.” presented at the Defcon 14 computer
security conference. Skroo also performed outreach on the behalf of the CCI to other
numbers stations enthusiasts on Internet message boards and blogs.
After working with these and other numbers stations researchers for a time, I realized
collaboration is common among them because it is crucial to the research. Powered by
Internet message boards like Yahoo Groups and file-sharing sites like YouSendIt.com,
numbers stations enthusiasts frequently compare notes, build databases, and share audio
files with one another. By logging and sharing the date, time, and frequency of the
broadcasts, they group can compare recordings and provide any other related bits of
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historical information they have to corroborate or debunk a spy numbers transmission. A
good example of the power of this collaboration is language translation. Numbers
stations enthusiasts are often listening for broadcasts spoken in a language unknown to
them. This makes it very difficult to know if what is being heard is an actual numbers
station or some other type of broadcast. By sharing an audio clip with the other
enthusiasts online many people can work on getting the clip translated or provide more
information about its origin.
Their collaborative approach critically broadened my understanding of numbers stations
and the effects of military operations on the sonic landscape. Freeman Tilden, writer,
tour guide and U.S. National Park Service advisor calls out the merits of a collaborative
approach as his fifth principle of interpretation. In his classic book Interpreting our
Heritage he states, “Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part, and
must address itself to the whole man rather than any phase.”59 Tilden believed a National
Park visitor’s comprehension could be drastically improved if the whole of the place was
conveyed through a rich, even if brief, multi-faceted story rather than through focusing
on one or two very specific areas of study. For example, a site with exemplary geologic
features should not be interpreted solely through the senses and knowledge of the
geologist but also by weaving in research from naturalists, archeologists and historians.

3.4.2

Amateur Scholarship

Tilden was also convinced of the importance of the amateur’s value to general
public knowledge and as assistant to professional specialist researcher. Tilden dedicates
a chapter in Interpreting our Heritage to his appreciation of the amateur and laments
derogatory usage of the “amateur” term. In Tilden’s characteristically exuberant fashion,
he appeals to the reader, “And let us try to redeem that fine word amateur from its
stained condition; shine it up and use it wealthily.”60 His appeal, made in 1957, has seen
renewed support from scholars such as David D. Friedman, theoretical physicist a
Professor of Law at Santa Clara University. In Friedman’s Future Imperfect: Technology
and Freedom in an Uncertain World, he laud’s the rise of Wikipedia and open source
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software as contemporary Internet-enabled amateur movements changing the tools we
use and the information we acquire.61
Disappointingly, Tilden and Friedman both make no mention of amateur scholarship’s
ability to serve as a critical counterpoint to institutionalized thinking and practices. John
Coster-Mullen is one such scholar. Coster-Mullen earns a living driving his truck across
the United States but is also the preeminent expert on the construction of the Fat Man
and Little Boy atomic bombs dropped by the United States on Nagasaki and Hiroshima,
Japan in 1945. Coster-Mullen, a self-described “nuclear archeologist,” has spent the last
20 years traveling the country to collect drawings, photographs and interviews with
scientists, machinists, and retired soldiers about the history and construction of the
bombs, information still classified or destroyed by the United States Government. He
also uses his independent researcher credentials to negotiate his way into museums in
order to take measurements and photographs of officially produced Fat Man and Little
Boy replicas looking for clues into the construction of the real bombs. Coster-Mullen’s
intensive research has lead to many provable conclusions defying previous scientific and
historical and documentation.62 He photocopies and binds his findings along with
interviews, photographs and declassified government documents into his 410 page book,
Atom Bombs: The Top Secret Inside Story of Little Boy and Fat Man at Kinko’s for
orders of the book he receives from the Internet. When asked by New Yorker reporter
David Samuels why he publicly discloses research on a sensitive subject the U.S. still
deems classified, Coster-Mullen replied with “I can have the truth and you can’t. Who
am I to say that?”63 This reply gives insight into what really makes Coster-Mullen tick.
He asks the same of our government that he asks of himself. “You can have the truth and
I can’t. Who are you to say that?”64
3.4.3

Collaborative Authorship – The CCI as Steward and Curator.

The Contemporary Conflict Institute’s authorship techniques deliberately parallel
our collaborative and heterogeneous research methods. While working on the Aural
Indicators show, I realized authorial responsibility and credit for the objects in the room
would be quite different than what is commonly seen in an art gallery or natural history
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museum. Steve Rowell’s Sonic Boom Archive was created entirely by him; a team of
people created the numbers stations kiosks; and some elements were created completely
by my own hand. I have categorized my collaborative role within this mix of authorial
responsibility into two groups; steward and curator.
First, the CCI may serve as a steward of works created completely independently by
another artist or researcher. This is exemplified in my inclusion of Steve Rowell’s Sonic
Boom Archive in the Aural Indicators exhibition. Rowell’s recordings for the Sonic
Boom Archive, created in 2006, were previously exhibited in collaboration with
experimental architecture group Simparch in their Doom and Gloom installation at the
Lois & Richard Rosenthal Center for Contemporary Art in Cincinnati, OH and again in
collaboration with Simparch in their Doom and Gloom 2 installation at the Aronoff
Center for the Arts in Cincinnati, Ohio.65 The Sonic Boom Archive is also a part of the
Center for Land Use Interpretation’s (CLUI) Sonic Boom Containment Vessel created in
2006 for indefinite recording and playback of sonic booms at the CLUI’s Desert
Research Station in Barstow, California.66 Rowell’s Sonic Boom Archive is an exemplary
articulation of an idea of interest to the CCI and also is complimentary to the Institute’s
exhibition aesthetic.
The CLUI uses this approach for their “Independent Interpreter” series. Their
implementation is summed up tidily on their website.
“The Independent Interpreters program is an ongoing series of
presentations by selected artists and researchers whose work might be of
special interest to the CLUI audience. These presentations are in the form
of an evening lecture with slides or films, or as an exhibition of material,
and sometimes both.”67
On the CLUI’s website these independent interpreters are listed by the person’s name.68
This is in contrast with the authorship of the CLUI’s other exhibitions, such as Up River,
which are credited to the Center for Land Use Interpretation.69
Also, the CCI creates and leads teams of artists and researchers to create elements for an
exhibition. The numbers stations listening kiosks in the Aural Indicators exhibition are a
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result of many discussions, emails and phone calls between researchers and myself in
order to complete the final work. Each recording in the kiosk is credited to the researcher
responsible for it’s capture. For the numbers stations kiosks this collaborative authorship
approach is particularly pertinent as it underscores the global collaborative effort critical
to numbers stations research and to my task of presenting them to the public. If I were to
wipe away the many authors of this work, it would disserve the audience’s
understanding of the global nature of phenomenon and the research. So for this project
role in the creation of this work became one of curation. I managed the project, worked
with the team to finalize the list of recordings, crafted the curatorial statement, and
compiled the works for their final presentation.
3.4.4

Concluding Thoughts on Collaboration

My experiments with collaborative research and exhibition practices have proven
liberating and, admittedly, overwhelming. I believe my collaborations with the artists
and researchers for the Aural Indicators project has given me richer and clearer
understanding of the topic and I feel that experience has translated into a richer and
clearer experience for the viewer. I am currently planning the CCI’s third exhibit for the
summer season and am enthusiastically hunting for interested professional and amateur
collaborators to help shape its creation.

3.5 The Contemporary Conflict Institute’s Exhibition Center
In March 2010, Contemporary Conflict Institute opened an exhibition center in a
very small storefront space at 165 4th Street in Troy, New York for its Aural Indicators
show and for its future endeavors. When first thinking about how the CCI would interact
with the world I immediately knew it needed to present work and refine its voice and
presentation style separate from Rensselaer and from a traditional art gallery setting. The
first CCI exhibition, held in the West Hall Gallery on the Rensselear campus did not
successfully suspend the disbelief of my peers and professors. Their relationship with the
activities of the West Hall building and gallery were too powerful to overcome. I wasn’t
successfully surmounting the dissonance they were feeling between my presentation
style and the experiences normally encountered in the space. I attempted to hedge it by
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offering coffee in the afternoons to give the space a more relaxed and contemplative
museum-style feel. I’m not sure if that worked, but it did help boost attendance!
Some of the most interesting interactions were from the few visitors who had no idea the
West Hall Gallery was an art gallery at all. A few construction contractors and other
first-time visitors to the building entered the exhibit and assumed the room was the
CCI’s permanent site. They asked about the types of research the CCI was doing, asked
where our offices were, our funding model, and about our relationship with Rensselaer.
These visitors had no disbelief to suspend.
These visitors also come from a group I am very interested in addressing – a group
separate from the academic and arts worlds. While I’m happy to have anyone come for a
visit, one of the CCI’s missions is to captivate the interest of people with varied
backgrounds and experiences. Blending into the commercial shops and three-flats of
downtown Troy’s Fourth Avenue might help make this easier.

Figure 13: Storefront window of 165 4th Street, Troy, NY. 2010
Figure 14: Photo from doorstep of 165 4th Street, Troy, NY. 2010
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4. Conclusion
The Contemporary Conflict Institute was founded on my belief that the everundulating military-corporate terrain we inhabit demands our investigation and
comprehension. As the CCI develops, it is continuously altering my understanding of the
institutionalized, globalized and multi-authored violence that shapes our lives. It is also
continuously altering my thoughts about what the CCI should be what it asks of its
audience. The Contemporary Conflict Institute must extend beyond the goals of personal
and cultural self-comprehension. It must raise new questions and inspire others to
embrace and recombine — and even doubt and deconstruct — the CCI’s work.
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